Ben on the Bench
Connect The Dots

meet me at the...
ACROSS

2. a meal eaten outside
3. triangular in shape and waved in the air or hung on a wall
4. people you love who are not part of your family
6. one of Penn’s school colors
8. a group of people who all went to school together
11. covering many buildings on campus
12. a celebration with former classmates
14. two of these can be found of the Penn shield
15. the biggest one on campus is named Van-Pelt Dietrich
17. not Monday through Friday
18. one of Penn’s school colors

DOWN

1. ...of Pennsylvania
3. a line of people marching together in celebration
5. can be found in the ocean and on the Penn shield
7. the Penn mascot
9. the physical area covered by the University of Pennsylvania
10. the last name of Penn’s president